Write the antonym of each word from the word box and complete each sentence using the antonym pair.

| quietly | big | stopped | healthy | coward |

1) **started** –

They ________________ early this morning and ________________ at the Florida Keys.

2) ________________ – **aloud**

Our teacher told us not to talk ________________, so we did our work ________________.

3) **small** –

The ________________ puppy couldn't fit into the ________________ pet bed.

4) ________________ – **brave**

The tiger cub was not a ________________ anymore and had become ________________ enough to hunt by itself.

5) **sick** –

My granny who has always been so ________________, is ________________ quite often now.
Write the antonym of each word from the word box and complete each sentence using the antonym pair.

quietly  big  stopped  healthy  coward

1) **started**  –  **stopped**

They **started** early this morning and **stopped** at the Florida Keys.

2) **quietly**  –  **aloud**

Our teacher told us not to talk **aloud**, so we did our work **quietly**.

3) **small**  –  **big**

The **big** puppy couldn't fit into the **small** pet bed.

4) **coward**  –  **brave**

The tiger cub was not a **coward** anymore and had become **brave** enough to hunt by itself.

5) **sick**  –  **healthy**

My granny who has always been so **healthy**, is **sick** quite often now.